With 80% of known breaches being the result of stolen privileged account credentials, it’s more critical than ever that you lock down your organization’s privileged user accounts with privileged access management solutions. RapidIdentity Privileged Access Management (PAM) provides the capabilities and controls needed to provide secure access control for privileged accounts.

- **Privileged Access Management**: Secure your most valuable assets. Achieve compliance.

- **Privilege Elevation & Delegation Management**: Temporarily elevate standard accounts to privileged accounts using automated workflows and policy-driven controls for assigning granular-level privileges.

- **Privileged Password Management**: Protect privileged credentials with automatic randomization, rotation, and brokerage of passwords and SSH keys. Check-out and check-in credentials using policy-based workflows.

- **MFA for Privileged Accounts**: Leverage industry-leading Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) features to set-up and enforce appropriate high-trust authentication policies for your privileged accounts.

- **Shared & Emergency Privileged Accounts**: Enable users to request temporary access to shared and emergency privileged accounts in the event of “break-glass” situations.

- **Application-to-Application Password Management**: Eliminate hard coded credentials in application code and scripts through use of secure REST API calls.

- **Audit Logging & Reporting**: Capture a complete audit trail and gain additional security insights with comprehensive audit logging, pre-built reporting, and integration with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems.
REDUCE THE RISK OF A BREACH

Prevent unauthorized access and lateral movement within your network and cloud systems with advanced security strategies. Protect privileged credentials from unauthorized use with techniques, such as least privilege, time-based expiration, fine-grained access controls, separation of duties, and user-friendly multi-factor authentication.

INCREASE ACCOUNT INSIGHTS

Audit, record, and centrally monitor all access requests, approvals, revocations, and certifications—for both internal and external privileged users. Increase accountability by monitoring the activity of individuals with shared accounts, while deterring unauthorized behavior with proactive alerts.

PASS AUDITS & SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE

Confidently address your organization’s identity audit needs by automating the enforcement of your privileged account policies. Effortlessly generate reports needed by auditors and get ahead of aggressive regulations by safeguarding privileged access with multi-factor authentication.

Ready to Address Your Organization’s PAM Needs? Schedule a Demo Today!
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